A facile approach to the synthesis of pressure and temperature dual-responsive polystyrene (PS) microbeads with controlled sizes via dispersion polymerization is described. Three different luminophors are selected and directly introduced into the reaction system and thus incorporated into the resultant PS microbeads during polymerization. By manipulating the reaction conditions, including concentrations of the initiator and monomer, polarity of the reaction medium, and injection rate for the monomer, uniform PS microbeads with sizes ranging from 1 to 5 μm are obtained. When a light source centered at 365 nm is used to excite all the luminophors in the PS beads, three distinct and resolvable emission peaks corresponding well with the luminophors are observed. By taking advantage of their sensitive responses to both pressure and temperature, the PS beads can be utilized for quantitative measurements of these two stimulations simultaneously. The PS beads loaded with multiple luminophors have the ability to serve as building blocks for the fabrication of novel sensing and imaging devices and therefore provide a promising strategy for the study of aerodynamics.

1. Introduction

In recent years, functional colloidal particles have drawn considerable interest owing to their remarkable physicochemical properties. Thanks to their controllable size, large specific surface area, and easy dispersion/manipulation, colloidal particles have been widely used as templates or hosts for the loading of functional molecules, quantum dots, and/or metal nanocrystals. In particular, colloidal particles encapsulated with organic luminophors have emerged as a class of promising and highly sensitive indicators for the purpose of sensing and imaging. During the last decade, tremendous efforts have been devoted to the study of this class of colloidal particles, resulting in the development of many protocols for the fabrication of colloidal particles loaded with various types of luminophors.

In general, two major strategies have been developed for the preparation of luminophor-loaded colloidal particles, i) incorporation of the luminophors during the formation of colloidal particles via covalent or noncovalent binding of the luminophor molecules with polymer chains and ii) adsorption or entrapment of the luminophors in the polymer matrix of pre-formed colloidal particles via swollen, or through coupling with the surface-reactive functional groups. Each approach has its own advantages and limitations. For the first approach, the introduction of luminophors into the reaction system might bring disturbance to the formation of colloidal particles, leading to a broad distribution in size for the resultant particles. For the second approach, despite its little influence on the size distribution of pre-formed colloidal particles, it is not easy to obtain homogeneous loading of a luminophor inside the colloidal particles. The enrichment of luminophors in some regions of the particles might result in quenching of the luminescence and thus loss in luminescence intensity. Furthermore, most syntheses focused on the fabrication of colloidal particles loaded with only one or two luminophors and only a few of them had ever addressed the capability to load multiple luminophors. In addition to the obvious technical challenges in finding a common solvent and polymer system to accommodate multiple luminophors, the resultant particles may also suffer from issues such as energy transfer among the luminophors and thus quenching of luminescence. Therefore, it is still a challenge to develop a facile method for generating multiple-responsive colloidal particles with uniform size and resolvable emission peaks for sensing and imaging applications.

Herein, we report a facile route to the synthesis of pressure and temperature dual-responsive polystyrene (PS) microbeads using the dispersion polymerization method. Three luminophors that could serve as the pressure indicator, temperature indicator, and a reference, respectively, were directly introduced
into the reaction system and incorporated into the PS microbeads during polymerization. We also systematically investigated the influence of various reaction conditions, including the concentrations of both initiator and monomer, the polarity of reaction medium, and the injection rate for monomer, on the size and size distribution of the microbeads. By adjusting these reaction parameters, the microbeads could be readily prepared with sizes controlled in the range of 1 to 5 μm. The PS microbeads loaded with three luminophors exhibited excellent optical properties, with strong responses to both pressure and temperature. When they were excited with a light source centered at 365 nm, three separate and distinct emission peaks corresponding to the introduced luminophors were observed. By varying either pressure or temperature applied to the microbeads, apparent changes were observed for the fluorescence peak intensity corresponding to the respective luminophors, while that of the reference luminophor was essentially unchanged during the entire measurement. As such, the PS microbeads loaded with multiple luminophors are well-suited for quantitatively monitoring the state of applied airflow including both pressure and temperature. We believe this work will provide a promising strategy for the design and fabrication of novel optical devices for remote sensing and imaging applications.

### 2. Experimental Section

#### 2.1. Chemicals and Materials

Poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) of 55 000 in molecular weight (PVP55), 2,2′-azobisis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN), styrene (St), and ethanol were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Pt(II) octaethylporphine (Dye A) and Eu(III) thenoyltrifluoroacetone (Dye B) were obtained from Frontier Scientific and Gelest, respectively. Coumarin 6 (Dye C) was purchased from Luminescence Technology Corporation. Deionized water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm was used for all the syntheses. All chemicals were used as received.

#### 2.2. Synthesis of Microbeads with Controlled Sizes and Loaded with Three Luminophors

In a typical synthesis, 130 mg of PVP55, 15 mL of ethanol, 2 mg of Dye A, 30 mg of Dye B, 1 mg of Dye C, and H2O at a specific volume were placed in a 50 mL flask. The solution was preheated to 80 °C in air under magnetic stirring. Meanwhile, a specific amount of AIBN was dissolved in styrene at room temperature, and then introduced into the flask at a specific rate using a pipette or syringe pump. The polymerization was allowed to proceed at 80 °C for 24 h. The resultant PS microbeads were collected by centrifugation and washed with water three times. Table 1 shows the detailed experimental conditions, including the amounts of H2O, AIBN, and the injection rate for styrene monomer associated with each synthesis.

### 3. Results and Discussion

#### 3.1. Selection of Luminophors

In a fluorescent system containing multiple luminophors, there is often a risk of luminescence quenching due to the interactions between different luminophors, including the quenching caused by energy transfer between different luminophors and the self-quenching through short-range interactions. When the absorption peak of one luminophor overlaps with the emission peak of another luminophor, energy will be spontaneously transferred within the overlapped region, leading to fluorescence depolarization and quenching. On the other hand, a relatively high local density of luminophors can make the luminophor molecules interact strongly or physically contact with each other, resulting in self-quenching of their luminescence and decrease of the overall fluorescence quantum yield. It is not difficult to realize that self-quenching of the luminescence strongly depends on the distance between adjacent luminophor molecules. By optimizing the concentrations of luminophors, self-quenching could be effectively mitigated. Moreover, the

### Table 1. Reaction conditions for the synthesis of PS microbeads with different sizes and loaded with three different luminophors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monomer St [mL]</th>
<th>AIBN [mg]</th>
<th>PVP [mg]</th>
<th>Ethanol [mL]</th>
<th>H2O [mL]</th>
<th>RSta) [mL/h]</th>
<th>T [°C]</th>
<th>Diameter [μm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>one-shot</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.1 (Figure 2A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>one-shot</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.7 (Figure 2B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.6 (Figure 2C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4.9 (Figure 2D)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The injection rate for monomer styrene.
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be prepared with uniform, controllable sizes via dispersion polymerization. The final size and size distribution of the resultant PS beads depended on a range of reaction conditions, including the reaction temperature, the polarity of reaction medium, the concentrations of initiator and monomer, and the stabilizer. To achieve the synthesis in a controllable fashion and thus generate PS beads with adjustable sizes, we carefully evaluated these parameters during the polymerization. Figure 2 shows representative SEM images of the luminescent PS beads with a range of diameters synthesized under different reaction conditions. When the synthesis was conducted with AIBN at an amount of 18 mg, the final product was dominated by PS beads with an average diameter of ca. 1.1 μm (Figure 2A). When the amount of AIBN was increased to 33 mg, the final size of the resultant PS beads was slightly increased to ca. 1.7 μm (Figure 2B). The PS beads obtained under these two different conditions had very similar narrow size distribution. By increasing the concentration of AIBN, more short polymer chains would be developed from the free radicals and thus existed in the reaction system, leading to a reduction in the number of insoluble long polymer chains. In this case, fewer preliminary particles would be formed and precipitated from the reaction medium, eventually leading to the growth of PS beads with larger sizes.
Besides the concentration of initiator, the polarity of reaction medium, the concentration and injection rate for monomer could also greatly affect the size of resultant PS beads. Reducing the polarity of the reaction medium could effectively increase the solubility of monomer styrene and short polymer chains in the reaction system, resulting in the formation of fewer insoluble preliminary PS particles and thus the generation of PS beads with larger sizes. In addition, increasing the concentration of monomer in the reaction system, or reducing the injection rate for monomer was also beneficial to the generation of PS beads with larger sizes. Since the polarity of H₂O is stronger than ethanol, we conducted the synthesis in the absence of water in an effort to reduce the polarity of reaction medium and further increase the size of resultant PS beads. We also increased the concentration of monomer styrene involved in the polymerization by introducing them into the reaction system at a controlled rate with the help of a syringe pump instead of one-shot injection to further reduce the reaction rate. As a result, we could increase the final size of the PS beads by generating less insoluble long polymer chains at the beginning of the polymerization. When monomer styrene was introduced into the reaction system at a rate of 3.5 mL/h, PS beads with an average diameter of ca. 3.6 μm were obtained (Figure 2C). Reducing the injection rate to 2.0 mL/h led to the formation of PS beads with an average diameter of ca. 4.9 μm (Figure 2D), indicating that PS beads with larger sizes could be obtained at a lower polarity for the reaction medium, a higher concentration but slower injection rate for the monomer. However, PS beads with a somewhat broader distribution in size were obtained under these reaction conditions. We believe that this broadening of size distribution can be mainly attributed to the insufficient formation of insoluble preliminary PS particles as active sites at the initial stage of a synthesis. In this case, the continuous precipitation of preliminary PS particles throughout the synthesis could not be effectively inhibited, leading to a boarder size distribution for the resultant beads.

3.3. Fluorescence Properties of the PS Microbeads

We utilized a confocal laser scanning microscope to qualitatively evaluate the fluorescence properties of the PS microbeads loaded with three luminophors. In our previous report, we have proven that the size of PS beads loaded with two luminophors had essentially no influence on their fluorescence performance. On the basis of this observation, we selected luminescent PS beads with a size of 1.7 μm for the study of their optical properties because they had very narrow size distribution, which would be beneficial to the assembly of these beads into a monolayer array on a solid substrate. Figure 3 shows the phase contrast microscopy image and the corresponding luminescence microscopy image. In a typical process, an aqueous suspension of the PS microbeads was applied to the surface of a glass substrate. During the drying process, the PS beads self-assembled into a hexagonal array over a relatively large area (Figure 3A). Figure 3B shows the corresponding luminescence microscopy image of these beads when excited with a light source centered at 365 nm. The exposure time was set to 200 ms. The strong and homogeneous luminescence emitted from these PS beads indicated that the luminophors had been successfully loaded into the polymer matrix with a high loading efficiency. As a result, it was quite difficult to distinguish an individual PS bead from the adjacent beads from the luminescence microscopy image. Moreover, these PS beads exhibited red color when excited with the light source, indicating that both Dye A and Dye B made contributions to the fluorescence, which was desired for the subsequent pressure and temperature measurements.

3.4. Pressure Responsiveness of the Luminescent PS Microbeads

To investigate the pressure responsiveness of the PS microbeads doped with three luminophors, we used a dynamic flow...
system to monitor their fluorescence spectra by introducing airflow with a controlled pressure into the chamber. The PS beads were excited with a light source centered at 365 nm. Figure 4 shows the emission spectra recorded from these PS microbeads in response to the change of pressure. The emission peaks of all luminophors could be easily resolved, while the change in the fluorescence intensity clearly revealed their responsiveness to the pressure. By normalizing the fluorescence spectra collected under various pressures to that of Dye B obtained at 780 torr, it can be seen that only the emission peak of Dye A exhibited significant change in fluorescence intensity when the pressure was varied. The peak intensity constantly increased when the pressure of the airflow was decreased from 780 torr to 300 torr. In comparison, the peaks of Dyes B and C were essentially the same during this process. These results implied that the fluorescence intensity of Dye A was inversely proportional to the pressure, while those of Dyes B and C were insensitive to the change of pressure. This observation was consistent with the results obtained from PS beads loaded with two luminophors only, which were synthesized using the same protocol but in the absence of Dye B (Supporting Information, Figure S2).

Since the luminescence of Dye A could be effectively quenched by oxygen, increasing the concentration of oxygen in the chamber by increasing the pressure would greatly increase the opportunity for oxygen molecules to interact with the luminophors loaded in the PS beads and thus lead to stronger quenching of the luminescence and thus reduction in its intensity. In this case, the fluorescence intensity of Dye A depended on the concentration of oxygen in the system. The luminescence quenching by oxygen could be quantitatively calculated using the modified Stern–Volmer equation:\(^{(23,31-33)}\):

\[
\frac{I_0}{I} = \frac{k_n + k_d}{k_n + k_d + k_q[O_2]_0} = \frac{(k_n + k_d) + k_q(O_2)_0}{k_n + k_d + k_q[O_2]_0} + \frac{k_q[O_2]_0}{k_n + k_d + k_q[O_2]_0} \frac{[O_2]}{[O_2]_0} \tag{1}
\]

where \(I_0\) and \(I\) refer to the fluorescence intensity in the presence of oxygen at reference and specific concentrations, respectively; \(k_n\) and \(k_d\) refer to the natural radiative decay rate constant, and the radiationless decay rate constant, respectively; \(k_q\) represents the quenching rate constant by oxygen, which describes the efficiency of the collision and interaction between the oxygen and luminophor; \(\tau\) is the emission lifetime, and \([O_2]\) is the concentration of oxygen. It is not difficult to find that there is a linear relation between the \(I_0/I\) and \([O_2]/[O_2]_0\), where the fluorescence intensity of the luminophor was inversely proportional to the concentration of oxygen and thus the pressure. Since in the airflow the ratio of \([O_2]/[O_2]_0\) equaled to that of \(P/P_0\), a linear relation could be deduced from the plot of \(I_0/I\) versus \(P/P_0\). Figure 5 shows the Stern–Volmer plots for the PS microbeads loaded with three luminophors in response to the change of pressure. From the Stern-Volmer plot of Dye A, its intercept and slope were estimated to be 0.165 and 0.886, respectively. In this case, the relationship between \(I_0/I\) and \(P/P_0\) could be described as:

\[
\frac{I_0}{I} = 0.165 + 0.886 \frac{P}{P_0} \tag{2}
\]

In this case, it is convenient to quantitatively calculate the estimate value of the fluorescence intensity (\(I\)) of Dye A or the pressure (\(P\)) of airflow once we know one of them.

3.5. Temperature Responsiveness of the Luminescent PS Microbeads

We also studied the temperature responsiveness of the PS microbeads loaded with three luminophors by monitoring their fluorescence spectra while varying the applied temperature. The sensing array composed of the luminescent PS beads was heated from 10 °C to 50 °C by a heater. The emission spectra from the PS beads collected at different temperatures were
normalized to that of Dye B obtained at 20 °C. As shown in Figure 6, it was found that the fluorescence intensity of both Dye A and Dye B dropped along with the elevation of temperature. When the temperature reached 50 °C, the fluorescence intensities of both Dye A and Dye B became only about half of those obtained at 10 °C. The fluorescence intensities of both Dyes A and B were inversely proportional to the temperature. In comparison, no apparent change was observed for the emission peak of the reference Dye C during the entire measurement, indicating that Dye C was sensitive to neither pressure nor temperature. This conclusion was also validated by the results from PS microbeads loaded with two luminophors only, which were synthesized using the same protocol but in the absence of Dye A (Supporting Information Figure S3).

We believe that the temperature responsiveness of Dyes A and B can be attributed to different mechanisms. For Dye A, its temperature responsiveness is likely associated with the difference in rate for oxygen to diffuse into the polymer matrix at different temperatures. A higher temperature would accelerate the Brownian motion of oxygen molecules, leading to a quicker diffusion of oxygen into the polymer matrix to interact with the luminophor loaded in the PS beads, eventually resulting in more effective dynamic oxygen quenching of its luminescence. For Dye B, a luminophor insensitive to oxygen, its strongest emission at approximately 615 nm originates from the $^5D_0$ energy level of Eu$^{3+}$ ion through the $^5D_0$ to $^7F_2$ transition.$^{[34,35]}$ In this case, the thermal deactivation of $^5D_0$ and $^5D_1$ europium energy levels, as well as the thermal deactivation of $^5D_1$ to $^5D_0$ level, would result in a nonradiative process and thus contribute to its temperature responsive property.$^{[34–37]}$ Since the temperature responsiveness of Dye A was mainly associated with the dynamic oxygen quenching of its luminescence, we prefer to utilize Dye B as a temperature-sensitive luminophor for monitoring the temperature change. It should be emphasized that the peak positions of all these three luminophors did not exhibit any change during the measurement, and both pressure and temperature responsiveness of the PS microbeads were reversible and repeatable. As such, these luminescent PS microbeads are well-suited as building blocks for the fabrication of novel sensing and imaging devices.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated that PS microbeads could be loaded with three different luminophors and still be synthesized with controllable sizes and narrow size distribution using a method based on dispersion polymerization. We also investigated the effects of various reaction parameters, including, for example, the concentrations of initiator and monomer, the polarity of reaction medium, and the injection rate of monomer, on both the size and size distribution of the resultant PS microbeads. By optimizing the concentrations of all luminophors used for the synthesis, we obtained luminescent PS microbeads with three well-resolved emission peaks for the luminophors. The PS microbeads exhibited good responses to both pressure and temperature. The change in the fluorescence intensity of indicative luminophors could be clearly observed when the pressure or temperature was varied whereas that of the reference luminophor was essentially unchanged. As a result, the PS microbeads could be directly used for quantitative measurements of the state of applied airflow such as the pressure and temperature. In principle, these PS microbeads loaded with multiple luminophors could serve as building blocks for the fabrication of novel sensing and imaging devices sought by a variety of applications.
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